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In this article we will be discussing some of the important books on presentation. Doing
a good presentation is something everyone should learn. It is a very critical component
any business. Over the years many experts shared their experience in many books.
We have chosen these books from two major vendors in the Internet (Amazon.com and
Barnes & Noble.com). We have also provided links if you are planning to buy these
books on line.
We have focused and selected top 20 books which are relevant to “Presentation
Skills”. Here I will be sharing my experience which I learnt over many years.

Following are the list of books we have discussed in detail in this article.
1. Boost Your Presentation IQ: Proven Techniques for Winning Presentations and
Speeches
2. The Complete Presentation Skills Handbook
3. The Presentation Toolkit: Microsoft Office Power Point 2007 Step by
Step.Beyond Bullet Points
4. Develop Your Presentation Skills: Build Your Confidence; Be Charismati.
5. The Life Skills: Presentation Guide.
6. Oral Presentation Skills And Non Verbal Communication Techniques
7. Sales Presentation Techniques (That Really Work!)
8. Presentations in Action: 80 Unforgettable Presentation Lessons
9. Boring to Bravo: Proven Presentation Techniques to Engage, Involve, and
Inspire Your Audience to Action
10. The Big Book of Presentation Games: Wake-Em-Up Tricks, Icebreakers, an
11. Presentation SOS: Persuasion in 9 Easy Steps
12. The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs : How to Be Insanely Great in Front of
Any Audience
13. They Snooze, You Lose: The Educator's Guide to Successful Presentation
14. Death by Power Point: How to Avoid Killing Your Presentation and Sucking the
Life Out of Your Audience
15. Presentation Skills Training
16. Presentation Skills for Students
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17. Presentation SOS: From Perspiration to Persuasion in Nine Easy Steps
18. Finally I Gave My Presentation!
19. The 5 Secrets To Making A Powerful Business Presentation
20. Presentation Excellence
In the following section we will discuss each one of book in detail

I.

Boost Your Presentation IQ: Proven Techniques for Winning
Presentations and Speeches

1. Author :

Marilyn Pincus
2. No of Pages

188 pages
3. Publisher:

McGraw-Hill Professional (1 Jan 2006) | English | PDF
4. ISBN Number

ISBN-10: 0071458980
ISBN-13: 978-0071458986
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5. About the Book
Become a presentation genius without spending painstaking hours practicing and
polishing
Boost Your Presentation IQ reveals how you can create powerful presentations and
speeches for any business setting. Through an interactive format that features multiplechoice questions, you will determine your "Presentation IQ."
Business consultant Marilyn Pincus delivers strategies for determining the best type of
presentation to give, sample phrases for attention-getting beginnings and motivational
endings, Q&A sessions, effective visual aids, and strategies for putting together a
presentation fast.
6. From the Back Cover
Improve your presentation skills, gain confidence, and get results--fast!
Whether you're delivering a keynote address to a large audience or giving news to your
staff, the response you generate depends on how well people relate to you.
Management consultant Marilyn Pincus takes you through this entertaining and
interactive guide, offering 50 multiple-choice questions to help you determine your
"Presentation IQ." In minutes, you'll know where your strengths and weaknesses lie,
and discover a wide range of ways to improve your technique.
Inside, you'll find


Strategies for determining the best type of presentation to give



Sample phrases for attention-getting beginnings and motivational endings



Tips for soliciting feedback.



Lists of words to use for success, as well as boring and overused words to avoid.



A guide to the most effective visual aids.



Advice for handling questions from the audience.



A handy cheat-sheet for putting together a presentation at the last minute

"Marilyn Pincus shows you how to have impact whether you are speaking for 5 minutes
or 6 hours!"--Joan Burge, Founder and CEO, Office Dynamics, Ltd.
"Help on every page for even the most poised and experienced presenter
/communicator...a fresh approach to a subject that bedevils us all...how to effectively
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reach our audiences."--Paul M. Sanchez, ABC, APR, Communication Business Leader,
Mercer Human Resource Consulting, Europe
In minutes, you'll know where your strengths and weaknesses lie, and discover a wide
range of ways to improve your technique.
7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

II. The Complete Presentation Skills Handbook

1. About the Author

Suzy Siddons founded her own training company where she works with
clients such as Saatchi & Saatchi, BT, British Airways, the National Australia
Bank, and IKEA. She has written or co-authored many books, including
Project Management Disasters (with David Nickson).
2. No of Pages

240 pages
3. Publisher:

Kogan Page (May 28, 2008)
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4. ISBN Number

ISBN-10: 0749450371
ISBN-13: 978-0749450373
5. About the Book

Presentations are required in a hugely diverse range of situations, and
effective speakers must be able to get their messages across clearly,
succinctly and without boring their audience.
The Complete Presentation Skills Handbook will help anyone become
prepared for and confident about giving presentations. Straight forward
and authoritative, this book is a guide to giving the right presentation to an
audience.
It covers all the questions anyone should ask themselves before giving a
presentation. It presents a checklist that enables readers to tailor their
presentations to their own circumstances.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

III. The Presentation Toolkit: Microsoft Office Power Point 2007
Step by Step.Beyond Bullet Points

1. About the Book

Joyce Cox, Joan Lambert, Cliff Atkinson
2. Publisher:

Microsoft Press
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3. No of Pages

736 Pages
4. ISBN No

978-0-7356-2587-7
ISBN 10:0-7356-25875. About the Book
Discover how to transform your presentations—and boost your impact.
In this essential, all-in-one toolkit, you get two books that teach essential skills for
creating presentations and getting your message across with PowerPoint 2007.


With Microsoft Office Power Point 2007 Step by Step.Beyond Bullet Points, you
work at your own pace through easy-to-follow lessons and practice exercises.



You'll learn the basics of creating presentation outlines, working with templates
and slide designs, adding graphics and special effects, and delivering your
presentation in person, on CD, or on the Web.



Then, take your presentation power to the next level with BEYOND BULLET
POINTS—and Cliff Atkinson's innovative three-step method for unlocking the
amazing story buried in those ordinary, bullet-riddled slides.



Discover how to combine the tenets of classic story telling with the power of
projected media to create a rich, engaging experience.



With easy-to-use templates, advanced tips, and plenty of illustrations and
examples, you'll learn techniques to help you clarify, visualize, and present your
ideas so that your audience will remember your important message.



The kit includes two CDs featuring practice files from the STEP BY STEP tutorial,
Cliff's custom templates and checklists, eBooks, and a quick-reference poster for
Microsoft Office Fluent™, part of the 2007 Microsoft Office interface.

6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

IV.

Develop Your Presentation Skills: Build Your Confidence; Be
Charismati.
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1. About the Author

Theo Theobald is a writer and business consultant who has worked in
senior sales and marketing positions with the BBC. He is co-author of Shut
up and Listen, also published by Kogan Page.
2. Publisher

Kogan Page (June 28, 2011)
3. No of Pages

168 pages
4. ISBN Number

ISBN-10: 0749462787
ISBN-13: 978-0749462789
5. About the Book
This book takes a step-by-step approach to developing a great presentation, from
unpacking the original brief, to understanding what an audience wants, to constructing
compelling content that will keep their attention.
With anecdotes and expert input, Develop Your Presentation Skills covers the
essentials of making a;


Good presentation,



Including advice on how to build confidence,
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Increase personal competence,



Use body language,



Maximize effectiveness of room layout,



Use technology,



And implement disaster recovery methods.

6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

V.

The Life Skills: Presentation Guide.

1. About the Author

Laurie Cope Grand
2. Publisher:

Wiley; Pap/Dis/CD edition (August 15, 2000)
3. No of Pages
208 pages

4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 0471374458
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ISBN-13: 978-0471374459

5. About the Book


Includes 10 prewritten presentation scripts on a variety of common life topics and
problems



Features handouts, visual aids, quizzes, and other powerful presentation tools



Dozens of sample contact letters, brochures, press releases, and other practicebuilding resources

Everything you need to conduct polished presentations and workshops
Means of increasing their visibility within their communities and generating new
referrals. For many, they also provide a steady source of secondary income. But
creating the myriad documents and graphical materials that go into marketing,
organizing, and delivering presentations can be a forbidding task for the professional on
the go. Now this book saves you the time and trouble of starting from scratch by
supplying you with everything you need to conduct highly professional workshops,
seminars, and presentations.
An indispensable resource for experienced and novice presenters alike, The Life Skills
Presentation Guide supplies you with:


10 scripted, customizable presentations covering an array of topics of
widespread interest, including anger management, grief, midlife and aging,
increasing self-confidence, and more



Handouts, visual aids, suggested video clips, quizzes, and other powerful
presentation tools



Invaluable presentation pointers, including tips on seating arrangements, timing,
body language, using humour, and more



Sample press releases, brochures and postcards, contact and follow-up letters,
and other potent marketing tools



A computer disk containing all the scripts and collateral material in the book

6. From the Back Cover
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 Includes 10 prewritten presentation scripts on a variety of common life
topics and problems
 Features handouts, visual aids, quizzes, and other powerful presentation
tools
 Dozens of sample contact letters, brochures, press releases, and other
practice-building resources
Everything you need to conduct polished presentations and workshops
7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

VI.

Oral Presentation Skills And Non Verbal Communication
Techniques

1. About the Author

Samah Sabbagh
2. Publisher:

VDM Verlag Dr. Müller (February 3, 2010)
3. No of Pages

100 pages
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4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 3639231813
ISBN-13: 978-3639231816
5. About the Book
Among the various ESL communicative speaking activities, oral reporting activities
promote oral fluency on the one hand, and public speaking skills on the other. These
oral presentations function as excellent generators for students language, and can
simultaneously improve their use of non verbal communication.
In middle and high schools, a variety of factors work to under play the role of English
language presentations. This becomes a serious problem when students graduate,
unprepared for the social professional, and academic demands required for these skills.
This study, was therefore, an attempt to investigate the teaching of oral presentation
skills in schools in UAE. Data was collected through workshops addressing the
audience of English teachers. The teachers' responses suggested widespread
misconceptions regarding the implementation of oral presentation skills in their
classrooms. Yet, the findings indicate that teachers are willing to include oral
presentations if they receive the appropriate training in this field.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

VII.

Sales Presentation Techniques (That Really Work!)
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1. About the Author
Stephan Schiffman (New York, NY) has trained more than 500,000 salespeople at such
firms as AT&T, information systems, Chemical Bank, Federal Express, Motorola, and
Aetna. Schiffman is president of D.E.i. Management Group. He is author of such
bestselling books as Cold Calling Techniques (That Really Work!) and Closing
Techniques (That Really Work!).
2. Publisher:

Adams Media (July 3, 2007)
3. No of Pages

160 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 1598690604
ISBN-13: 978-1598690606
5. About the Book
"Sales Presentation Techniques (That Really Work!)" discusses the role of
presentations in today's sales model, and advises salespeople when to go for the flashy
presentation, and when to keep it simple and straightforward.
Sales guru Stephan Schiffman explains the dos and don'ts of PowerPoint, and how to
prepare for any surprises during the pitch.
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He details the steps a salesperson must take when presenting to individuals vs.
committees, and establishes how to maintain and grow client relationships. In this stepby-step guide to making an effective presentation as part of a successful sales cycle, a
salesperson will learn.
Why it's impossible to script a presentation, and what to do instead; seven things that
must be done before ANY presentation; the art of knowing when to deviate from an
outline; and, how to follow through after the presentation - and close the deal.
Sales Guru Stephan Schiffman shows you how to give your presentation the ultimate
"wow" factor. In a business world moving at the speed of Blackberries and Bluetooth,
Sales Presentation Techniques teaches you how to get and keep your audience's
attention.
You will be ready to tackle the toughest boardrooms and conference halls after learning
.the do’s and don'ts of Power Point
How to properly prepare the day of your presentation strategic differences between
presenting to an individual versus a group.

 The correct way to handle distractions
 How to maintain and grow client relations
 And much more
Regarded as America's #1 Salesperson, Schiffman promises to make your
presentations

sharper

and

more

effective.

Thereby

making

your

sales-and

commissions-much greater.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

VIII. Presentations in Action: 80 Unforgettable Presentation
Lessons
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1. About the Author
Jerry Weissman is the world’s number one corporate presentations coach. His private
client list reads like a who’s who of the world’s best companies, including the top brass
at Cisco Systems, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Intel, Intuit, Netflix, Dolby Labs and many others.
Mr. Weissman founded Power Presentations, Ltd. in 1988. One of his earliest efforts
was the Cisco Systems IPO road show. Following its successful launch, Don Valentine,
of Sequoia Capital, and then chairman of Cisco’s Board of Directors, attributed ―at least
two to three dollars‖ of the offering price to Mr. Weissman’s coaching. That
endorsement led to more than 500 other IPO road show presentations that have raised
hundreds of billions of dollars in the stock market.
Mr. Weissman’s focus widened from coaching IPOs to include public and privately held
companies. His techniques have helped another 500 plus firms develop and deliver
their mission-critical business presentations.
Mr. Weissman is also the author of three books, the bestselling Presenting to Win: The
Art of Telling Your Story, named by Fortune magazine as one of eight must-reads; The
Power Presenter: Technique, Style, and Strategy from America’s Top Speaking Coach;
and In the Line of Fire: How to Handle Tough Questions...When it Counts.
2. Publisher:

Adams Media (July 3, 2007)
3. No of Pages

160 pages
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4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 1598690604
ISBN-13: 978-1598690606
5. About the Book
Want to make outstanding presentations? See how others have done it! Legendary
presentations coach Jerry Weissman shares powerful examples from the media, sports,
politics, science, art, music, literature, the military, and beyond. Weissman’s examples
reveal universal truths about effective communication—and help you supercharge
everything from content and graphics to delivery!
6. From the Back Cover
Want to Make Outstanding Presentations? Learn from the Best!
Legendary presentation coach Jerry Weissman has spent decades showing top
executives how to make winning, mission-critical presentations. He’s discovered that
the best way to teach effective presentation techniques is to show them in action. That’s
what he does in this remarkable book. Presentations in Action serves up 80
outstanding examples from current events, politics, science, art, music, literature,
cinema, media, sports, the military--even ancient history--that offer valuable lessons for
today’s presenters. From Aristotle to Oprah, Reagan to Obama, Mark Twain to Jerry
Rice, Weissman reveals the universal techniques of human communications…and
demonstrates how to turn them into powerful solutions for your most important
presentation challenges.
One simple, bite-size story at a time, you’ll learn how to supercharge every single
element of your message. Then, Weissman shows you how to bring them all together
and deliver them in an inspiring…unforgettable presentation…sure to captivate and win
over any audience!
Weissman shows you how to:


Tell your audience exactly what’s in it for them



Add value to every element of your presentation



Craft a world-class elevator pitch



Show, don’t tell--and keep it short
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Make PowerPoint work for you, not against you



Overcome stress



Radiate poise and confidence



Handle tough questions

7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

IX.

Boring to Bravo: Proven Presentation Techniques to Engage,
Involve, and Inspire Your Audience to Action

1. Author

Kristin Arnold
2. Publisher:

Greenleaf Book Group; 1 edition (August 2010)
3. No of Pages

256 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 1608320367
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ISBN-13: 978-1608320363
5. About the Book
90 -plus practical tips for engaging and interacting with an audience. Drawn from her
extensive experiences as a nationally recognized speaker and master facilitator, Kirstin
Arnold's proven techniques will help you transform any presentation into a powerful,
interactive experience.
With this user-friendly guide, you will learn how to take a collaborative approach to the
communication process so that you can connect and converse with the members of any
audience. Arnold's powerful audience-centered "Interactive Insights" cover the spectrum
of practical presentation techniques:


Setting an interactive tone before you start



Using Titter/text messaging to engage your audience



Involving audience members with a specific task



Personalizing your language for your audience



Making eye contact—even with a large audience



Taking polls and running Q&As



Recovering from humor that falls flat



Facilitating conversation



Creating accountability for action to occur after your presentation

Kristin Arnold has the experience, the wit, and the foolproof methods to take your hohum presentation to the next level.
By incorporating just a few of the author's tips, you will dramatically improve your ability
to engage, involve, and inspire your audience to action. Read and use Boring to Bravo
and your audiences will demand an encore. Bravissimo!
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

X.

The Big Book of Presentation Games: Wake-Em-Up Tricks,
Icebreakers, an
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1. About the Author

McGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are
dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of reader’s worldwi
2. Publisher:

-Hill; 1 edition (Dec 1 1997)
3. No of Pages

212 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 9780070465015
ISBN-13: 978-0070465015
ASIN: 0070465010
5. About the Book

Don't let the audience snooze through any of your presentations! How do you keep an
audience from becoming bored or restless during a presentation? Find out with The Big
Book of Presentation Games.
Each game in The Big Book of Presentation Games is fast, fun, creative, and easy-toread, and easy-to-lead, and costs little or nothing. Categories also include: great
session-openers; icebreakers; climate-setting games; practical jokes and tricks;
audience brainteasers; motivation activities; memorable closing activities; and much
more!
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6. From the Back Cover
Don't let the audience snooze through any of your presentations! How do you keep an
audience from becoming bored or restless during a presentation? Find out with The Big
Book of Presentation Games. Stop relying on tired jokes and use these fun-filled,
interactive games and activities specifically designed to:


Build rapport and warm up the audience



Provide refreshing "breathers" from the monotony of a speech



Get people's blood flowing with physical activity



Generate lively discussions



Reinforce the key points of your message in an enjoyable way



And win back an audience that has tuned out

Each game in The Big Book of Presentation Games is fast, fun, creative, and easy-toread, and easy-to-lead, and costs little or nothing. Categories also include: great
session-openers; icebreakers; climate-setting games; practical jokes and tricks;
audience brainteasers; motivation activities; memorable closing activities; and much
more!
7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XI.

Presentation SOS: Persuasion in 9 Easy Steps

1. About the Author

Mark Wiskup
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2. Publisher:

Tower Press; Reissue edition (Oct 16 2009)
3. No of Pages

275 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 9781883283728
ISBN-13: 978-1883283728
ASIN: 1883283728
5. About the Book
Creating a powerful connection with an audience is one of the most guilt-free, indulgent
pleasures that the professional world has to offer. It can be satisfying and mood
elevating, as well as a career-enhancing experience, to create a strong connection with
the audience.
I'm going to give you instructions that are easy to follow, show examples of how to
make them work, and offer lots of encouragement along the way. My goal is to move
you from the feelings of dread, if that's where you are, to feelings of excited anticipation
for your next presentation.
I've based all of these lessons, tips, and examples on my experiences as a broadcast
journalist, media production company entrepreneur, and presentation skills coach.
No research, studies, or data were harmed or even consulted in the creation of this
book. I'm going to tell you exactly what I see working successfully with my clients every
day.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XII. The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs : How to Be Insanely
Great in Front of Any Audience
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1. About the Author

Carmine Gallo writes a bi-weekly column for Businessweek.com and has
been a featured contributor to several other major websites including
MSNBC, Military.com, Always On, AOL and Yahoo Finance. Gallo personally
coaches leading executives for keynote speeches, media interviews,
product launches, and book tours
2. Publisher:

McGraw-Hill; 1 edition (September 11, 2009)
3. No of Pages

256 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 9780071636087
ISBN-13: 978-0071636087
ASIN: 0071636080
5. About the Book
―The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs reveals the operating system behind any
great presentation and provides you with a quick-start guide to design your own
passionate interfaces with your audiences.‖ —Cliff Atkinson, author of Beyond Bullet
Points and The Activist Audience
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Apple CEO Steve Jobs’s wildly popular presentations have set a new global gold
standard—and now this step-by-step guide shows you exactly how to use his crowdpleasing techniques in your own presentations. The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs
is as close as you’ll ever get to have the master presenter himself speak directly in your
ear. Communications expert Carmine Gallo has studied and analyzed the very best of
Jobs’s performances, offering point-by-point examples, tried-and-true techniques, and
proven presentation secrets that work every time. With this revolutionary approach,
you’ll be surprised at how easy it is to sell your ideas, share your enthusiasm, and wow
your audience the Steve Jobs way.
―No other leader captures an audience like Steve Jobs does and, like no other book,
The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs captures the formula Steve uses to enthrall
audiences.‖
--Rob Enderle, The Enderle Group
―Now you can learn from the best there is--both Jobs and Gallo. No matter whether you
are a novice presenter or a professional speaker like me, you will read and reread this
book with the same enthusiasm that people bring to their iPods."
--David Meerman Scott, bestselling author of The New Rules of Marketing & PR and
World Wide Rave
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XIII. They Snooze, You Lose: The Educator's Guide to Successful
Presentation
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1. About the Author

Lynell Burmark
2. Publisher:

Jossey-Bass; Pap/Dvdr edition (May 17, 2011)
3. No of Pages

320 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 0470902906
ISBN-13: 978-0470902905
5. About the Book
Presentation skills that that will captivate your audience every time
In today’s increasingly visual world, the art of giving presentations is a much-needed
talent. They Snooze, You Lose, provides a comprehensive guide made especially for
teachers and administrators who want to become presentation ―stars‖ in their
classrooms, at board meetings, or any time they are in front of an audience

 Describes how to apply the author’s proven CHIMES2 elements:
Connections, Humour, Images, Music, Emotion, Stories, and Senses
 Contains a bonus DVD with premade slides, a study guide, and
reproducible images
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 Burmark is the author of the best-selling book Visual Literacy: Learn to
See, See to Learn
 Includes key sections on the best ways to integrate technology into your
presentations
New and seasoned educators alike will benefit from this fun and easy-to-read guide on
building essential presentation skills.
6. From the Back Cover
A lively combination of humorous anecdotes, research nuggets, and ready-to-implement
strategies and activities, They Snooze, You Lose is a must-have guide for anyone who
wants to make presentations that stick—in K–20 classrooms, at meetings and
conferences—with any audience, live or virtual! They Snooze, You Lose:

 Describes how to apply the author's proven CHIMES2 elements:
Connections, Humour, Images, Music, Emotion, Stories, and Senses
 Provides a wealth of examples, illustrations, activities, and resources
 Includes a DVD with bonus materials including royalty-free images and
music
They Snooze, You Lose offers teachers and administrators a comprehensive resource
to transform boring bullet points into lively presentations that inspire learning.
"I'm thrilled that Burmark has crafted a book that quickly and clearly explains
presentation best-practices to educators. Readers will definitely find themselves
engaged by Burmark's unique blend of humour and practical information."—Nancy
Duarte. The Art and Science of Creating Great Presentations
"Like a magician revealing her secrets, Dr. Burmark is incredibly generous with her
advice and exquisitely entertaining as she delivers it. The pacing of researchinformation-anecdotes and activities and the resource-filled DVD make this package
ideal as either a textbook or a guide-by-your-side for individual educators."—David
Thornburg, adjunct professor, Walden University, and founder and director of global
operations for the Thornburg Centre for Professional Development
"Would you like your audience members to remember your content and your stories
long enough for them to have an impact on their lives? In this jewel of a book, Lynell
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Burmark reveals just how to make that happen. Every caring educator—every serious
presenter—will want to have this book in their library!" —Bonnie St. John, Olympic
Medallist and author, Live Your Joy
"Monday-morning useful, from its step-by-step examples of tweaking slides to its
classroom-tested strategies and resources for optimizing visuals, humour, music, and
stories, this book and DVD make presentations a joy to build, deliver, and attend."—
Jerome Burg, veteran classroom teacher, founder and president of GoogleLitTrips.com
7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XIV.

Death by Power Point: How to Avoid Killing Your Presentation
and Sucking the Life Out of Your Audience

1. About the Author

Cherie Kerr
2. Publisher:

Execuprov Pr (January 2002)
3. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 0964888254
ISBN-13: 978-0964888258
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4. About the Book
Kerr is right on track with her book Death by PowerPoint. If you are in charge of the
presentation then you need to take charge and run the show. She discusses engaging
and entertaining the audience form start to finish. It about de-bugging your presentation
so you're professional not foolish and so the audience has a memorable experience.
One can lose a group in ninety seconds, dim the lights down low, loose eye contact and
you can be dead and not even know it. Kerr's book can really help if you follow the steps
but more importantly work on your delivery then your slides. PowerPoint was a great
invention but I've seen it turn into an ineffective unless crutch. Now in business we have
another new dynamic challenge to deal with- Webinars- the presentation that takes
place over the Internet with no eye contact or physical in-person touch- I'm sure Kerr
must have this one in the works.
Remember presentations are to cause interest and get people to take action- if your
presentation is dead it's over. Thanks for the great book, it helped help us get from point
A to B faster and have more fun on the way. It's a quick easy read and a great tool for
your reference library.
5. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XV.

Presentation Skills Training
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1. About the Author

Christee Gabour Atwood
2. Publisher:

ASTD Press (January 1, 2008)
3. No of Pages

206 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 1562864793
ISBN-13: 978-1562864798
5. About the Book
The ability to present effectively is a basic business competency. Yet, many managers,
team leaders, and other key organizational decision makers lack these skills. This book
allows you to design presentation skills training for all levels and people in your
organization. This title is a one-stop training resource that provides you with key
concepts, tips on assessing organizational needs, and other tools to set your skills
program to succeed.
You will find programs designed for one-hour, a half day, one or two-day events, along
with a step-by-step facilitator guide to ensure that your program stays on task. In this
book you will find: -Tools and strategies for assessing participant’s presentation skill
levels and areas for improvement.
Complete guidelines to design your training program including materials and
instructions for facilitating and evaluating program results -Customizable agendas that
incorporate a range of training activities to be used as is or modified to suit your needs
or -Dozens of learning activities, tools, and assessments that support the workshops. Ready to use Microsoft PowerPoint presentations to accompany each format of the
workshop. * Also includes accompanying digital materials (available via download)
6. Review
At last, an easy-to-use, practical and effective guide to presentation skills training. This
one book has literally everything that you will ever need to take presentation skills
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training to the next level and beyond. A must-have addition to any training professional's
toolbox. --Ralph J. Henn, President/CEO, Ralph J. Henn - Executive Coach Christee is
one of the best trainers, facilitators, and presenters in the business. This book offers
road-tested presentation secrets you can share with your learners to ensure that they
too can be heroes in front of any audience. This is a complete resource with all the
ready-to-use tools needed to allow both inexperienced and experienced trainers to
deliver professional and effective presentation skills training. --Danny Hebert, Director.
This book offers everything a presenter needs for giving effective training sessions, from
one hour speeches to two-day events, from offering audiences learning activities and
ice breakers to a ready-to-use PowerPoint template. There's also a handy CD-ROM full
of valuable tools. It's a highly effective one-stop shop. --Chere Coen, Instructor and
Trainer, University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Baton Rouge Community College and
Louisiana Book News columnist
This book offers everything a presenter needs for giving effective training sessions, from
one hour speeches to two-day events, from offering audiences learning activities and
ice breakers to a ready-to-use PowerPoint template. There's also a handy CD-ROM full
of valuable tools. It's a highly effective one-stop shop. --Chere Coen, Instructor and
Trainer, University of Louisiana at Lafayette, Baton Rouge Community College and
Louisiana Book News columnist Christee is one of the best trainers, facilitators, and
presenters in the business.
This book offers road-tested presentation secrets you can share with your learners to
ensure that they too can be heroes in front of any audience. This is a complete resource
with all the ready-to-use tools needed to allow both inexperienced and experienced
trainers to deliver professional and effective presentation skills training. --Danny Hebert,
Director.
7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XVI.

Presentation Skills for Students
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1. About the Author

Joan van Emden (Author), Lucinda Becker (Author)
JOAN VAN EMDEN was Director of the Jove Centre, a consultancy
specializing in technical writing and presentations. She was also a visiting
lecturer at the University of Reading, speaking regularly at conferences. She
has written a number of books about communication issues.
LUCINDA BECKER is Senior Lecturer at the University of Reading within Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences and Management. She is also a professional
trainer, developing and delivering courses in communication, presentation,
management techniques and job-searching skills. She is the author of The
Mature Student's Handbook and 14 Days to Exam Success.
2. Publisher:

Palgrave Macmillan; Second Edition (August 17, 2010)
3. No of Pages

192 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 9780230243040
ISBN-13: 978-0230243040
ASIN: 0230243045
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5. Review

 "This is a really useful book for students and lecturers with helpful links
and reminders of how to present oneself and subject material in a range
of situations. I shall recommend to all my students." —Department of
Environment Studies, The University of Hull at Scarborough, UK
 "Very useful. Split into easy to understand chapters." —Department of
Humanities, South Tyneside College, UK
 "Enables students to have a clear understanding of the needs for
seminar presentations. Sections 3 and 4 are very good." —Education
Department, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK
 "Well laid out, very user friendly." —Faculty of Health and Social Care
Sciences, Kingston University, UK
 "What a lovely informative book. The subject should have broad appeal
to students in general as well as those in health care." —School of
Health and Social Care, Staffordshire University, UK
6. About the Book
Presentation Skills for Students is a practical, accessible guide for all students in further
or higher education. It discusses speaking effectively in seminars, tutorials and formal
presentations and helps with career research including a practical step-by-step guide to
a successful job interview. Regular checklists and the friendly down-to-earth style make
this an ideal reference tool.
The second edition:






reflects the changes in technology
includes new material in the job search and job interviews chapter
highlights the hazards of using social networking sites
includes illustrations, which add both clarity and humour

7. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here
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XVII. Presentation SOS: From Perspiration to Persuasion in Nine
Easy Steps

1. About the Author

Mark Wiskup
Over the last twenty years, Mark has delivered successful communications
coaching sessions in hundreds of speeches and workshops across North
America.
He founded a nationwide video and live event production company and
started his career as an award winning television journalist. He has degrees
from UCLA and Northwestern University.
Mark has a wife of 26-years (Renee'), a 23-year-old daughter (Sharilyn), a
20-year old son (Evan) and two dogs (Einstein and Bagel).
2. Publisher:

Business Plus (October 31, 2009)
3. Format

Kindle Edition
4. No of Pages

192 pages
5. ISBN No

Source ISBN: 0446695548
6. Review
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 "A practical useful book that will stay on my bookshelf." -- Armchairinterviews.com, Bob Pike CSP, CPAE-Speakers Hall of Fame
 "For quick and helpful pointers, check out PRESENTATION S.O.S." -- —
TIME Magazine
 "This nifty little how-to manual is perfect for people who do stand-up in
business." -- —Joyce Lain Kennedy, Tribune Media Services
 An informative and insightful ‘must-buy’ for readers who sometimes
struggle with public speaking…quick, concise and fun." -- Today’s Black
Woman
 If you’re going to speak in public, or use public speaking to market your
business, this is a must-read book." -- —Isabel M. Isidro,
PowerHomeBiz.com
7. About the Book
Everything you need to make your next talk a resounding success is right here-even if
you dread the thought of approaching a podium! In Presentation S.O.S., renowned
communications expert Mark Wiskup gives you a quick, concise, and (yes!) fun way to
confidently sell your ideas to any audience. Packed with unique tips and featuring nine
easy, painless steps that will transform you into a great presenter, this book shows you
how to: Develop a "Power Sound Bite" to grab your listeners' attention and focus your
message. Get the most out of PowerPoint-and dodge its pitfalls. Avoid seemingly
harmless words and expressions that can turn the audience against you. Finish big with
a knock-'em-dead "Power Close." Win the Q&A battle-learn how to handle even the
toughest questions and most difficult members of your audience. Book jacket.
8. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XVIII. Finally I Gave My Presentation!
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1. About the Author

Fahad Al Nashmi
Born in Kuwait in 1959 and married with four children, the author holds an
MBA degree with 28 years of working experience, mostly with the Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation and International Marketing. He is a member and
founder of Kuwait Toastmasters, an International non-profit organization
for the development of public speaking and leadership skills.
2. Publisher:

IUniverse (June 10, 2008)
3. No of Pages

66 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 0595488374
ISBN-13: 978-0595488377
5. About the Book
Finally I Gave My Presentation! It is a creative approach to overcoming the fear of
public speaking. It is a practical and real-life story that will grab your attention.
This book is unique in the way it illustrates and educates the reader indirectly in the way
public speaking should be handled. Hundreds of books have been written to list and
prioritize steps for public speaking, but this book is different.
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Fred is a university student who was faced with a Monster. Going through the story you
will enjoy and appreciate the way the issue of public speaking is tackled.
Psychologically you will feel the success, you will admire Fred in the way he builds up
his confidence and overcomes the fear of facing the audience. We tend to remember
stories rather than dry academic books; hence you will enjoy Fred's experience and
remember him in your day-to-day communication.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XIX. The 5 Secrets To Making A Powerful Business Presentation

1. About the Author

Carl Henry
2. Publisher:

IUniverse (June 10, 2008)
3. No of Pages

58 pages
4. ISBN No
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ISBN-10: 0981791549
ISBN-13: 978-0981791548
5. About the Book
Being a strong presenter is a natural sign of leadership, and those who can deliver their
advice and opinions to groups of people almost always stand out above their peers.
Ever-increasing numbers of corporations and associations are turning to committees to
make the most important decisions. If you want to make a big sale, start a high-level
relationship, or get the big promotion, you're going to have to get in front of a few
strangers and make a strong impression.
6. Buy the Product

To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here

XX.

Presentation Excellence

1. About the Author

Carlton C. Casler (Author)
2. Publisher

Booksurge Publishing (July 2010)
3. No of Pages
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174 pages
4. ISBN No

ISBN-10: 1439265984
ISBN-13: 978-1439265987
5. About the Book
Imagine a public speaking guide that clearly explains what works and what does not. In
Presentation Excellence: 25 Tips, Tricks and Techniques for Professional Speakers and
Trainers.
Veteran public speaker, presenter, and trainer, Carlton C. Casler, shares nearly three
decades of experience with speakers of all levels.
Unlike so many how-to books designed only to inspire, this book stands alone as a
practical, user-friendly guide that offers precise instructions on preparing the
presentation and what to do before, during, and after the presentation, including:

 how to build your credibility as a speaker;
 the two step process that will improve every presentation;
 the four step process all professional speakers use to answer every
question, and
 How you can seamlessly modify your presentation (for the better)
during your presentation.
The author addresses the myriad software aids now available and offers helpful
strategies on how to integrate the most effective of these into a presentation. From first
tip to last, this guide is designed for one purpose only: to take speakers and their
presentations to a higher and more successful level – to presentation excellence.
Carlton C. Casler brings to this project nearly three decades as a public speaker,
presenter, and trainer. In addition to being an attorney who teaches real estate and
contract law, he is certified by his state as a real estate instructor, owns and is the
primary instructor for two real estate schools, and is a Professional Member of the
prestigious National Speakers Association.
6. Buy the Product
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To Buy the Book from Amazon.com, Please click here
To Buy the Book from Barnes & Noble.com, Please click here
For building any presentations you should ensure you have 3 basic components


Excellent Power Point Templates ,



Good Graphics and



Creative Icons, Buttons, Images

We have done some research in the web and have identified that Presentation Pro Site
has excellent templates, graphics and icons for a reasonable price. For discount pls
use discount Code: jazz97338

Guidelines for using this article:
You are free to use this document for your personal and creating your
presentations. We have put a lot of work into developing all these summary
document and document and retain the copyright in them. You can use them
freely providing that you do not redistribute or sell them
Do
 Use this document/ tutorial for creating your presentations or for your project
 Display this document on a web site provided that it is not for the purpose of
downloading free or for sale.
 If you like this article/project template, we would always appreciate a link
back to our website.
 We have a team of Content developers who can build a specialised
content for you on Presentation Skills, for more details and a Quote
please send a mail to admin@jazzpresentation.com
Please Do Not
 Resell or distribute this tutorial
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 Put this tutorial/document/template on a website for download. This
includes uploading them onto file sharing networks like, Face book, bit torrent
etc.
 Pass off any of our created content as your own work

Have a great time Using this Document and Tutorial for enhancing
your Presentation skills.
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